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Abstract: The digitisation of historical disease images and their widespread availability on the
internet have been a boon to education and research, but with unintended consequences,
including the misrepresentation of infectious diseases in the past and the viral spread of
misinformation. Many medieval images containing scenes of infectious disease come from nonmedical sources and are not meant to convey any medical meaning. Erroneous modern captions
have led to the publication of several historical images labelled as depictions of the plague,
although artistic and textual evidence shows that they are not. Mislabelled images lose their
intended historical narrative, and their use creates a distorted view of the past and of the disease
in question. Scholars should give the same careful consideration to an image’s evidentiary
context that they would insist on giving to all other forms of evidence.
Medical education literature accepts that the evidentiary use of images enhances the teaching and
publication of research on historical infectious diseases.1–3 Visual representations of microscopic
pathogens, their modes of transmission, and their symptoms give students and readers a better
understanding of diseases. Visualisations of people’s responses to epidemics throughout history
also reveal the personal effects of infectious disease. Images highlight the reality that disease is
more than a biological event; it also has sociocultural, political, intellectual, and institutional
identities and consequences.4
Thanks to multiple digitisation projects—and the reposting of digitised images online—scholars
now have access to a greater variety and number of historical disease images than they ever have
before. A quick search generates a plethora of images from all periods. Illustration of texts and
presentations with engaging images of infectious diseases has never been simpler. Although
improved access to the past is clearly a boon to education and research—and to the generation of
public interest in the science of disease—it has unintended consequences. One key drawback is
the occasional abrogation of the rigorous standards of evidence and interpretation that scholars
otherwise expect within their own disciplines, which can result in an exponential spread of
misinformation. This problem is not limited to images, of course: scholars regularly chastise
colleagues in other disciplines for misrepresenting their evidence—eg, historical texts, scientific
data, clinical results—to make arguments that such material cannot support in its original
context. Even for cases in which corroborating microscopic evidence exists, care should be taken
to avoid the imposition of modern disease assumptions onto historical images.5,6 The original
meanings behind digitised, cropped, and decontextualised historical images are often lost.
Seemingly mundane actions, such as inaccurate modern captioning, can change an image’s
meaning into something that it was never meant to represent. Artistic conventions change over
time, and both writers and artists describe the diseases that they portray through experiences that
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are specific to particular times and places.7 The context in which images first appear is vital:
many medieval images of infectious disease, for example, come from non-medical sources (ie,
chronicles or religious works) that have no ostensible medical pedagogical or clinical function,8
thus providing no explicit reason to label that disease in medical terms.
We present three short case studies of ongoing efforts to rectify the misuse of historical images
erroneously labelled as the plague. The human toll of the Black Death of 1346–53 was
devastating. The public sees the plague as a visible symbol of the medieval era, and the disease is
a popular teaching and research topic. In this Personal View we address the importance of
multidisciplinary work in the interpretation of the evidence provided by historical disease
images,9 and the question of what scholars should expect from such images. Although we focus
on historical images of the plague, the lessons and cautions raised here are equally valid for
representations and misrepresentations of other historical diseases.
Case Studies
Omne Bonum, circa 1360-1375
In October, 2012, Monica H Green posted a commentary on a medieval medicine listserv about
the widespread use of a mislabelled manuscript image (figure 1). The manuscript, called the
Omne Bonum,10 is a 14th-century Latin encyclopaedia written by London clerk James le Palmer.
In 1996, an art historian studying the manuscript
identified the image as a depiction of clerics with
leprosy receiving instruction from a bishop.11 This
identification relied both on the surrounding text—
which speaks of the impact of illness, including leprosy,
on clerics—and on medieval artistic convention, which
used bodily spots to depict leprosy.12 The clerics are
standing, whereas the rapidly debilitating plague would
probably have left them bedridden. However, the disease
shown in the image was subsequently recast as the
plague. Green led a multidisciplinary collaborative
investigation that uncovered a series of captioning
errors—beginning with the British Library’s Images
Online webpage in 2006 and carried through to
Wikipedia in the same year, and then to commercial
stock photo websites—which effectively turned this
image of leprosy into one of the world’s most iconic
images of medieval plague.9 Within a few years, the
image was widespread on the internet and in printed
materials, cropped and stripped of its original text and
with its artistic conventions ignored. It appeared with a
plague caption in science journals,13 history
publications, popular and scholarly websites and
documentaries, museum exhibits, magazines, tourist
pamphlets, and for-profit websites. The error is understandable: the Black Death sometimes
caused visible clinical symptoms, including bodily marks, and coincided roughly with the
production of the Omne Bonum. Because its modern caption said that it was a plague image, it
became an image of the plague, despite its textual and internal artistic evidence to the contrary.9
Figure 1: James le Palmer, Omne Bonum, circa
1365. Reproduced in accordance with the British
Library’s guidelines for the reproduction of images
in the public domain (CC0 1.0).
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Identification of the source of the captioning error was just the first step towards its rectification.
In early December, 2014, at Green’s request, the British Library changed the caption in its online
catalogues.14 We then led the image’s removal or caption correction on 23 different language
Wikipedias. This action helped to stem further dissemination (in 2014, 4.3 million viewers
accessed the English Wikipedia’s Black Death page).15 We requested the hosts of 51 websites
using the image (educational or informational organisations focusing on science, medicine, or
history, media, and commercial companies) to remove or recaption it. 22 website hosts did so;
three left the image online for educational purposes, and 26 did not respond nor make any
changes (including the for-profit sites).14 The British Library’s reputation as a world-leading
resource lends credibility to its content, and Wikipedia has become a popular information source
for the public and scholars of many disciplines.16 Each time another website reproduces the
mislabelled image and cites either resource as its source, the misinterpretation gains further
credibility (even after the original sites had corrected the error). Unfortunately, sales of the image
online also give credibility to its caption.
Toggenburg Bible, circa 1411
Our follow-up with websites using the Omne Bonum image revealed a further problem: several
had replaced it with another image similarly mislabelled as medieval plague (figure 2). This
second image comes from an early 15th-century
reproduction17 of Rudolf von Ems’s mid-13th-century Swiss
Weltchronik, a German-language world chronicle used as
political propaganda by the Hohenstaufen dynasty.18,19
Around 1411, Dietrich von Lichtensteig produced a new,
illustrated version of the text (popularly called the
Toggenburg Bible) for Count Frederick VII of
Toggenburg.20 In this version, von Ems’s 13th-century text
about the ten plagues of Egypt surrounds the image that
now erroneously carries a Black Death caption.

Figure 2: Toggenburg Bible, Beulenpest (Zehn
Plagen, die über Ägypten kommen), circa
1411. Reproduced in accordance with the
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin’s guidelines for
the reproduction of images in the public
domain (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 DE).

Neither of the two modern scholarly studies that describe
the Toggenburg Bible’s images includes this illustration.21,22
The manuscript’s modern holding institution introduced an
error into its online caption by conflating the image of the
ten plagues of Egypt with the bubonic plague (Beulenpest).
That error subsequently appeared, in various permutations,
on some 100 different Wikipedia pages, as well as in
numerous documentaries, recent academic publications,23
and popular, scholarly, and for-profit websites. The image
also appeared on the cover of an infectious disease journal
in 2011, captioned “The Black Death–from the 10 Plagues
of Egypt”.24

Although the sixth biblical plague is the curse of festering
skin boils, any attempt to link von Ems’s original text to the Black Death, which occurred a
century later, is clearly untenable. Like Omne bonum, however, the Toggenburg Bible appeared
during an era of recurring plague outbreaks, and it contains a medieval image of ill people
showing bodily marks. The text immediately above the image is an adaptation of Exodus 9: 8–9:
“This is when God set Moses to take ashes from the furnace and throw them up. As that was
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done, so the people in Egypt became full of boils and sores because of God’s revenge.” The
image’s figures and action reflect this text, clearly depicting a man (Moses) throwing fine ash or
soot into the air, a crowned, bedridden man (the pharaoh in Exodus),25 and people with bodily
sores. What is not shown is an accurate clinical depiction of bubonic plague generally or of the
Black Death specifically. The text that follows is about the hail of the seventh plague. In early
2015, we uploaded a new caption for the image on some Wikipedia pages. The website hosts we
contacted removed the image. However, it remains widespread on many websites with the
plague caption.
La Franceschina, circa 1474
A third image (figure 3) with the label “Franciscans treat plague victims” accompanied a July,
2015, BBC History Magazine article26 on the Black Death (the magazine had used the Omne
Bonum image27 in October, 2014). The illustration portrays people with widespread spots. It also
includes two individuals with clappers—wooden
devices used by medieval lepers to attract
attention28—and the 13th-century St Francis, whose
conversion followed a chance encounter with a
leper.29 An online search and consultations with
historians of medicine, art, and religion revealed
that the image comes from a 15th-century
manuscript, La Franceschina,30 that contains
a celebratory history of the Franciscan order and
hagiographies of early Franciscan saints. The text’s
author, Jacopo or Giacomo Oddi, entered the
(Franciscan) Order of Observant Friars Minor in
1448.
Examination of a modern edition of the work
confirmed that text surrounding the image
corresponds with chapter seven of La Franceschina,
entitled De la Santa Humilità (Of the Holy
Humility).31 It discusses Francis’ imitation of
Christ’s life, in particular by caring for the poor and
lepers, his determination that his followers do the
same, and his conversion. It also contains
descriptions of leprous wounds: tucto lacerato et
Figure 3: De la Santa Humilità, La Franceschina, circa
habominevele ad vedere (all lacerated and
1474 Reproduced with permission of the Biblioteca
abominable to see) and orribilissimament conroso
Augusta di Perugia
et ulcerato (horribly corroded and ulcerated). The
image likewise shows Francis and his disciples tending to people in the Santa Maria degli Angeli
leper hospital. Two of the three other copies of the text include a similar image of Franciscans
tending lepers in a hospital setting; all four copies contain additional images of Franciscans and
lepers.
Our Google Image search revealed that in February, 2015, the popular news website Vox used
the image to illustrate its story about gerbils and the Black Death (Vox had used the Omne
Bonum image in an earlier plague story).32,33 As with the other two images, the La Franceschina
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image appears on several commercial websites with a plague caption. In September, 2015, the
image was not widely used elsewhere on the internet. It appeared with a plague caption in
Wikimedia Commons, the image database that Wikipedia contributors use to select illustrations
for their articles, and on the Swedish Wikipedia’s article on England in the Middle Ages. It also
featured in popularised online courses about the Black Death. We added shelf mark information
and an updated caption in Wikimedia Commons, along with a new filename, which should
mitigate further misuse of the image. However, our requests to the commercial sites to correct
their captions were unanswered and unaddressed.
When Oddi wrote La Franceschina in the late 15th century, plague outbreaks remained a
recurring problem. The crowded nature of the image conveys a sense of medical urgency that
might suggest the artist was not thinking only of lepers; it might therefore reflect other
considerations. Nevertheless, any direct connection to the plague is unlikely, given the image’s
textual context and purpose.
Discussion
Each of these cases concerns a digitised, cropped, decontextualised, mislabelled, and—
generally—widely circulated image taken from a medieval manuscript. Each of these images,
produced in the 14th and 15th centuries, clearly refl ects a disease scene. The evidence shows
that none is an image of plague, despite modern captioning.
Such misinformation matters because without the same careful consideration given to the
evidentiary context of an image that scholars would insist on giving to their own types of
scientific or historical evidence (for example, ancient DNA, texts, archaeological remains), the
image is given the wrong meaning and loses its historical narrative. The viewer should not
assume that what they think they see in an image is what it was meant to portray. However, by
reading the evidence that the image provides, and by drawing on the expertise of multiple
disciplines, the viewer can get much closer to an image’s intended meaning.
Most early European plague images are religious in nature, commissioned to give thanks for or
to pray for spiritual and physical safety from epidemic outbreaks.34 Some portray the
community-level devastation of epidemic disease on the basis of classical and biblical literary
sources; others provide allegorical messages, with the plague used as a metaphor. In most cases,
the plague was alluded to through metaphorical symbols of plague causing agents, such as bows
and arrows, swords, and clouds.35 In only a small number of cases did artists incorporate the
most recognised clinical symptoms of the bubonic manifestation of the disease: the swollen,
sometimes discoloured buboes of the thigh, armpit, or neck. In fact, symptomatic images of
plague are rare before the late 15th century—after the production of the images discussed here.
The relative paucity of direct visual medieval representations of the disease creates opportunity
for misrepresentation. In the public imagination, the Black Death is one of the defining features
of the Middle Ages, making it easy to assume that medieval depictions of any spotty illness must
represent this disease.
Disease categories have never been fixed. Medical thinking and iconographic disease
conventions have both changed strikingly over time. Modern germ theory-based nosology has,
on one hand, fostered increased interest in retrospective diagnosis; on the other, it has led some
medical historians to question the legitimacy of identification of diseases of the past.5,36
Important advances in paleogenetics and paleomicrobiology37 over the past two decades might
have turned that issue on its head. Since 1998, notable achievements have increasingly
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transformed how historians approach the historical study of plague, allowing them to move onto
important questions on why, how, and with what consequence the plague occurred.38–40 Since the
first publication announcing ancient human dental pulp containing Yersinia pestis ancient
DNA,41 scientists have reconstructed its full genome,42 reconstructed its evolutionary history,43
and suggested the potential endemicity of the plague in Europe44,45 and the Middle East,46 all of
which open new historical questions. Other studies have also broadened the historical narrative
in various ways: adding more whole genomes to the pool of Y pestis data,47 highlighting the
variety of potential Y pestis hosts and vectors48,49 and the role of microclimates in pathogen
survival,50 exploring immunological responses,51 assessing mortality patterns,52 and suggesting a
potential route and impact of the plague in historical sub-Saharan Africa.53 Similar work is
commencing with leprosy.54,55 Scientific evidence should nevertheless be historicised just as
rigorously as other forms of historical evidence.38,56,57 By confirming both the historical presence
of pathogens and their evolution, scientific evidence has reinvigorated the humanist narrative of
disease history. Use of science to restructure the history of disease is essential for historians to
examine how people in the past experienced disease. At the same time, historical inquiries into
human communities, cultures, and activities are essential for explaining how pathogens and
diseases moved across time and space.39 Scientific and humanistic approaches to the history of
disease thus enrich one another, but neither should use the other casually. Each has rigorous
standards of what constitutes evidence and what types of interpretations of that evidence are
valid. Both approaches should be respected.
The same respect should be applied to the use of historical disease images. Although
iconodiagnosis—the retrospective diagnosis of diseases through art forms—has shed light on
prehistoric and ancient patho physiological dysfunctions, contemporary aesthetic constraints,
symbolic imagery, and iconographic traditions cannot be neglected.58,59 Disease portrayals of any
sort must be seen as what they are: artistic representations set into a particular narrative context.
In the case of many medieval manuscripts, neither the artists nor the texts they illustrated were
meant to educate or inform health practitioners—or anyone else—about the disease being
portrayed.8 The images are not, therefore, medical illustrations. Instead, an image’s role was to
elucidate, support, or encapsulate a particular text, and to engage the reader. An image
containing a disease scene might not have been an image about clinical disease at all.
Furthermore, contemporary representations of disease need to be taken seriously before we
attempt to make any other uses of, or draw any analyses from, historical images. People in the
past did not think it necessary to depict the same things that modern society depicts, nor did they
have the same need for visual representation. Medieval medical treatises on the plague, for
example, rarely included images of the disease.
Google Images and most commercial stock photo sites are dependent on the labels applied to
images as they are digitised; an initial error made during cataloguing becomes the image’s
identity. Correction of this error becomes even more difficult once it crosses the language
barrier. When digital disease images are too eagerly copied, circulated, and used without
consideration of their original historical context, an image that was meant by its creator to reflect
one set of symptoms, conditions, or events can be used erroneously to illustrate discussion of
another, modern-defined disease. However, careful consideration of the internal evidence—the
image in the context of its accompanying text—offers a better chance of understanding what the
image is meant to portray.
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How can this situation be avoided in the future? As museums and libraries digitise their
collections, information is becoming rapidly democratised. Accurate metadata must be in place
to ensure that these collections are properly used. To expect perfection or that experts spend time
double-checking every single digitised manuscript is unreasonable. However, institutions can
adopt an open approach. Projects such as Zooniverse use the vast resources of the public to
process large amounts of data and recognise patterns. Through such a model, institutions and the
public can work together, encouraging a flexible, but accurate, approach to information
management.
Historical disease images are windows into the past, as people faced epidemics, loss, fear, and
hope. Deliberately being ignorant of that past by treating it as unknowable or blindly assigning
modern meaning to it is a great scholarly injustice.
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